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Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall, Edenvale

As a number of our members may know, I underwent major
open heart surgery in December 2017.
The obvious outcome of this is that I lost my Aviation Medical
Certificate, which was a hugely stressful occurrence for me.
The freedom of being able to fly with minimal restrictions, as
is the case in South African skies, is something that cannot be
described to anyone who doesn’t share the passion for
aviation which we enjoy and which we all too frequently take
for granted.

26-28 April 2019
EAA National Convention
Vryheid Airfield KZN, South Africa

My very sincere thanks, too, to the team of doctors at SACAA
who have made the process of getting me back in the air
entirely without stress or frustration. Thank you all for your
guidance and co-operation.
I would also like to thank my fellow aviators, largely EAA
members, for their support and encouragement during this
very trying time and for their kind invitations to fly with them
to EAA functions.

Lastly, my very sincere thanks to Hayley Cumming, Hugh
Paine, Pete Lastrucci, Warren James, Juba Joubert and Buzz
Being deprived of this freedom has reinforced my appreciation
Bezuidenhout for their assistance in making it possible for me
of just how fortunate we are.
to fly at all over the past 14 months.
After 14 months of not being able to fly at will, I wish to
Sincerely,
express my appreciation to the team of doctors, headed by my
Eugene Couzyn
AME Dr Colin Kahanovitz and my Cardiologist Dr Marek Gebka,
for the professional way in which they have brought me back
to health and my beloved flying.
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by Paul Lastrucci - National President, EAA South Africa
Here we go!
The 2019 year has started with great enthusiasm amongst our
fellow EAA members and we are also celebrating 50 Years of
the EAA in South Africa with the forming of Chapter 322 way
back in 1969. Avid homebuilt enthusiasts, Vincent A (Mike)
Spence, Woody Woods and Bill Keil took the experimental
aviation interest to a new level in 1969 and formed Chapter
322, a member of the EAA in the USA. Mike Spence spent a
lifetime of tinkering, building, restoring and flying some
interesting aircraft in South Africa and, in essence, paved the
way for the energetic special interest group that exists here in
South Africa today. We are underway with the planning of the
EAA National Convention to be held again at Vryheid, so watch
the wires to the build-up and I am appealing to all EAA
members to attend our pinnacle event at the end of April.
They are usually informative and great fun, so there isn’t any
excuse, capice!
For 2019 we find ourselves on the brink of a watershed time,
where the origins of the LS1 Document that governed the
homebuilt aircraft constituents within the old DCA and
amongst other recreational aviation requirements saw the
forming in 2008 of the then newly formed Recreational
Aviation Association of South Africa (RAASA). They were set up
to assist the SA CAA to provide various management functions
and oversight within the Recreational Aviation sphere in South
Africa. RAASA proceeded to grow and continued to provide
efficient service to the Non Type Certified Aviation (NTCA)
operational requirements, including Authority to Fly (ATF) and
other regulatory requirements.
It came as a surprise when the SA CAA announced early last
year that it would reincorporate RAASA back into the SA CAA
structures. The SACAA, like most of the parastatals in this
country, have had their fair share of problems, arguably most
self-inflicted, and as a result placed much speculation and
permutations of what life would be like as a recreational
aviator once the RAASA responsibility is back within the silos
of the SA CAA. The track record of the CAA, for many, is an
experience of pockets of efficiency, coupled with dire nodecision-making, bloated service that has frustrated many
aviators.

that most of us would like to know. Suffice to say there has
been stakeholder meetings (the EAA is a stakeholder).
However, the transition time of the end of March 2019 is a
mere six weeks or so away.
We understand that, from a bricks and mortar perspective, the
offices at Rand Airport will remain in the short- to mediumterm and relocation is envisioned once the SACAA relocates.
As far as the current RAASA staff go, we expect to know in the
next few weeks as to how they are to be integrated.
So, for seasoned EAAers and a host of AROs within this
transition, there is an entity that is dear to our hearts and that
is the Approved Person (AP) Scheme. The fundamental thread
of the AP scheme had its origins within the EAA, and over the
years has it changed with the requirements of the industry from an old-stye homebuilder who garners experience from
getting his hands dirty, physically building a creation that takes
to the sky, to an almost Aviation Maintenance Organisation
(AMO) and top facilities like the Sling Airplane Factory, where
commercial APs provide a service to paying customers to help
get those who ordinarily don’t swing wrenches, into the sky.
The latter places a number of litigious possibilities for the
commercial APs within the chain, should it go pear-shaped,
and certain intervention requirements must be put in place to
protect from any possible negative costly sure-fire
eventualities. Luckily, for the homebuilder, the regulations
have not changed so dramatically that it would prevent us
from getting a barstool to fly, and we are fighting to ensure
that this stays so into the future.
Next month I will report on the progress of the transition.
Take it easy, but take it!

A lot of transitional detail still has to be extrapolated as to
who will take over the RAASA reigns and responsibility that
has been fastidiously built up over their ten-year existence.
There have been various deliberations. However, there
appears to be no succinct plan that has come out of the CAA
as to highlight the finer detail of what the machine looks like
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by Sean Cronin - National Vice-President, EAA South Africa
Are you doing a pre-flight or a pre-FRIGHT?
Any group of people, brought together by a common interest,
obviously contains a spectrum of different personalities.

What is the repercussion if they aren’t? What is the minimum
number you can safely fly with?

I have found that many instructors teach students the basic
pre-flight procedure, but never go into detail. They are also
While most pilots are typically ‘A’ type personalities, they may
the classic ‘D’ type personality!
also be ‘D’ type when it comes to basic technical issues!
It’s no shame to have two left hands, ten thumbs, and admit
We all carry out our pre-flight checks with the same routine,
you can’t change a light bulb! So don’t ever be too proud, or
time after time. After all, we are creatures of habit! However,
too shy, to ask someone what, why, where and how
are we really looking at the right things, and do we really
something works. I enjoy teaching, but I also encourage
know what it would look like if something was not normal?
students to think about what the various parts do, and to try
Be sure to know and understand what you are looking at,
to work things out for themselves, before I give them a
what its purpose is, and why you need to check it.
detailed explanation.
An example is the earth strap… Is it intact and connected
between the wing and aileron? Why is it there? What does it
do? How does it work?
Another example… are there static wicks? Are they intact?
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Never rush your pre-flight. Ten minutes is a normal time for a
good look-around.
Keep it safe… Keep it level… Keep your wheels where they
belong.
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‘My Wings’ is a showcase of our members’ aircraft. If you
would like your aircraft to be featured on the cover of
CONTACT!, please send a portrait format photo of your
aircraft (preferably in flight, but ground shots are welcome,
as well any other photographs) and a short write-up to
info@eaa.org.za. The first in the series is Nico Brandt’s Safari
ZU-IJD. Text and photos by Nico Brandt (unless otherwise
stated). Cover shot taken by Karl Jensen flying in formation
as they passed Kitty Hawk on their way to an informal fly-in
breakfast at Tranquillity Spa and Lodge on 03 February 2019.

I chose the droop tips, and they do add to the ground effect in
landing and there is no doubt the vortex generators do help as
well. I’m sure the droop tips behave like winglets and add to
the cruise top-end. That’s not proven yet, but they do look
sexy!

Choosing an aircraft which will satisfy most pilots’ criteria can
be very difficult, and anyone searching for the perfect aircraft
will go through an extended process of consideration and
elimination.

She has a gross weight at 700kg and gives a useful load of
313kg which includes 100 litres of fuel. The turbo performs
remarkably well in our hot summer.

I drew up an extensive list of what’s available, both imported
and local, factory location, servicing, spares and many other
criteria.

Having flown 172 hours in the last two years has been an
absolute pleasure. She handles the turbulence easily, and is
extremely capable of shrugging off a stiff crosswind on
landing.

I took delivery of her in December 2017 and was absolutely
thrilled.
Take-off is within 100m, and she cruises comfortably at
115mph using less than 20 litres/hour.

She easily climbs at 600ft/min and gently stalls at about
This was very difficult for me, as my Bushbaby Explorer ZU-LLV 40mph… not really sure as at that point I’m concentrating on
and my Maule ZS-LLV were to go to new owners, and I wanted where I land.
a brand new plane to suit my mission, which included STOL
The Rotax can use either Avgas or 95 unleaded Mogas. The
performance and a decent cruise speed, factory support,
Avgas results in a required oil change at 25 hours compared to
comfort, price and a host of other factors .
50 hours for Mogas.

Slowly, and one-by-one I eliminated the tar runners, those
that reminded me of a tadpole with wings, the ability to take
The cabin is roomy and accommodates two large males
off and land in a tennis court, but were compromised in the
comfortably, and the 30kg baggage compartment is
cruise, considering metal or composite construction, tube and exceptionally handy.
cloth, low or high wing, engine types and so on...
She has met all my requirements and it has been an immense
I kept coming back to the new KFA Safari manufactured at
pleasure to fly her, and I love sharing the experience with
Petit by Stefan Coetzee. It was STOL, had a great cruise speed, anyone who is brave enough to climb in and fly with me.
came with a wide choice of engines and propellers, was close
She is probably my last plane until I hang up my wings.
by and the price was excellent.
With my two aircraft gone, my mind was made up by the end
of 2016.
Stefan had just completed a lengthy process of certification
with the CAA and I was the first customer to buy the latest
Safari with a host of new mods which improved handling,
cruise, landing and general performance, with the addition of
balanced control surfaces.
My choice included the Rotax 912UL with the Italian aftermarket turbo charger giving 114Hp on take-off, the IVO inflight adjustable propeller, the local MGL EFIS and a bunch of
complementary analog instruments, and of course, in taildragger configuration.
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by Karl Jensen - Chairman, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
Clive King has for some years organised a popular breakfast
fly-in in January to Mabalingwe Nature Reserve. He coordinates the event with the Mabalingwe contact, Hennie de
Clerq. EAA Chapter 322 members were thoroughly briefed at
the 09 January meeting, listing hazards and a request to
vacate the runway with minimum delay to accommodate
following aircraft. Members were advised to push their
aircraft well clear of the runway due to hidden animal and
termite holes in the adjacent veld. Most pilots took
cognisance of the request.
This is just a reminder to members and friends that, when
flying into a venue without taxiways, extra caution and
impeccable airmanship are both essential. Expediting runway
exiting, pushing back from the runway to park, and safe
considerate departures are necessary, but were unfortunately
not practiced by everyone. The common sense that we call
airmanship was not all that apparent by some participating
pilots. Our proposed ‘Flying Boot Camp’ later in the year, as
well as talks at our EAA National Convention at Vryheid in
April will also enable greater awareness of airmanship. I know
this will be a positive fillip to make our members better and
safer aviators. At one stage there were 40 aircraft lining the
runway, with others arriving and departing throughout the
morning. A big thanks to Clive King and all our members who
were able to attend and enjoy a delicious buffet breakfast in
good company with other non-EAA pilots and friends.

Shirlee and Tony Smit
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by Eugene Couzyn - Chapter 322 Johannesburg
04 April to 14 April 2019 marks the biennial open house of the
magnificent Sandstone Heritage Trust.
Wilfred Mole, the owner of Sandstone Estates and one of the
pioneers of cell phones in South Africa, is totally passionate
about all things ‘Steam’, with particular interest in steam
locomotives.

Sandstone is an operating farm, and the manicured crops are
indeed a sight to behold. The timing of the event is such that
the cosmos is traditionally out in force and the fields of colour
are unbelievable.
The farm is situated on the Lesotho border near Ficksburg,
with breathtaking views of the Maluti mountains, vast open
vistas and the sandstone rock formations from which the farm
draws its name.

His passion has led to the biggest private collection of steam
trains in the world, and it draws enthusiasts from far and wide
to spend ten days every second year, getting up close and
The festival has a romantic atmosphere which cannot readily
personal with some of the magnificent machines of yesteryear. be described, but for anyone who is passionate about things
historical and mechanical, STARS OF SANDSTONE 2019 is a
In addition to the 50-odd operating steam engines, Wilfred has
must.
a collection of some 700 tractors of varying vintage, as well as
steam-driven static engines, steam-driven trucks and cars and Sandstone is 156nm from Rand Airport and, for anyone
a collection of tanks and armour which would do any African
wishing to fly in, the grass airstrip is approximately 1,000m
Army proud.
long, with an elevation of approximately 5,300ft. Visiting
aircraft are welcome, but should make prior arrangements
Wilfred is also passionate about aeroplanes, and a number of
with the organisers, or contact Gavin Brown.
our aviators make the pilgrimage to Sandstone every two
years to add their magnificent flying machines to the line-up of Food and drinks are available at Sandstone, but for overnight
historic transport.
visitors, accommodation should be arranged in Bethlehem,
Fouriesburg, Ficksburg or Clarens. Bethlehem and Ficksburg
Rides on steam trains and trucks are on offer, as are flips in
have excellent paved runways.
historic aircraft such as Tiger Moths, Chipmunks and Harvards,
amongst others, as well as several significant helicopters and
Anyone wanting more information is welcome to visit the
tanks.
event’s website or contact me by email.
Sandstone boasts a 26km private railway line, and regular train eugenecouzyn@gmail.com
rides traverse the beautiful Eastern Free State countryside.
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Roy Watson

Nigel Musgrave
at the 2018 Aero
Club Awards
Dinner.
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by Karl Jensen - Chairman, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
Saturday 25 January was our first EAA Chapter 322 Project Visit

were required to fit the hardy Vedeneyev MP14P engine and to

of 2019. A considerable number of our members flew, drove

incorporate other items of modern technology. This radial

and even Ubered to Krugersdorp Airfield for breakfast at the

engine is in wide use in Eastern Bloc countries and is a popular,

Flying Club, followed by a visit to view Derek Frasca’s Radial

reliable and readily available engine. It has a displacement of

Rocket project. The visit was rounded off at Ricardo De Bonis’

644 cubic inches, is fitted with high compression pistons and

hangar with a braai that included guest of honour John Martin.

electronic ignition, increasing the power from the standard

John flew Spitfires in WWII, and at the age of 96 he was fêted

360 hp to 420 hp. The engine is started pneumatically with the

by all who took part on Saturday. A big thank you to all you

compressed air accumulator, which is magically fitted into an

good people who made such a fuss of this dear man who

almost impossible space ahead of the firewall. The engine

regards EAA as one of his major reasons for having a purpose

compartment looks not unlike a masterpiece from a Swiss

in life.

watchmaker.

The Project Visit was an eye-opener for most of us to see up

The tandem 2-seater aircraft is essentially of composite

close the amazing engineering and skilled craftsmanship that

construction with a wide track fixed taildragger undercarriage.

has been poured into this magnificent aircraft. In my view Derek The finish Derek has achieved on the airframe is magnificent.
would be awarded a gold Lindy if this plane was on show at

I presume that you can read into the superlatives that I’ve used

Oshkosh.

that I am immensely impressed by what Derek Frasca has

The Radial Rocket looks like a scaled down version of a WWII
Grumman Bearcat, the fastest production propeller-driven
fighter of that dreadful war. Derek has a sticker on the fuselage
naming it ‘Bear Brat’. We have some wonderful aircraft that
were created by our members, and Derek’s Radial Rocket is

accomplished in the 9 years-plus that it has taken to arrive at a
ready-for-flight condition. I hope that ZU-IJP will make its public
debut at the Aero Club Airweek at Middelburg from 07 to 10
March, and be a highlight at the EAA of SA Convention in
Vryheid from 26 to 28 April.

certainly right up there, or ahead of all the best of the past

May you have much joy from your plane, Derek, and I am sure it

creations.

will get ‘Dead Grass Awards’ wherever it lands. This phrase was

I would like to desist from saying it was built from an imported
kit, because of the vast modifications and workmanship that
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coined in the USA for the grass that was trampled by the hordes
of admirers for beautiful aircraft at Oshkosh.

John Martin and Derek Frasca
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by Karl Jensen - Chairman, Chapter 322 Johannesburg
To set the scene: a few of our EAA Chapter 322 Johannesburg
members decided to fly to Silver Creek for early morning
coffee and a chin wag on Saturday morning - the weather was
magnificent for flying and the air was silky smooth. I departed
with my safety pilot and a friend in my 1955 Cessna 170B
from Fly Inn Estate 9nm to the east of ORT. Fly Inn Estate lies
within the Waterkloof military area - no problem, as the ATC
there is friendly and accommodating. Our destination was our
Chapter 322 and EAA of SA Vice Chairman Sean Cronin’s
isolated Silver Creek airstrip about 50nm to the west. We
cleared the military airspace and I tried to get clearance to
pass through Lanseria International’s quiet airspace, but to
no avail. I was vectored around the Control Zone and was on
their frequency for about 10 minutes before changing to our
area broadcast frequency for the non-towered Silver Creek.
The airspace around Johannesburg is usually very busy and
the 50nm flight required about 6 frequency changes.
During take-off, the shaft of my 170’s Scott tailwheel head
apparently failed, and the entire tailwheel assembly and
tailwheel departed. As the assembly set course for another
parish, the tailwheel was already off the ground so there was
no indication of the failure. A bystander noticed the tailwheel
bits lying on the runway after we were long gone. They called
Waterkloof to inform me, but with all the frequency changes,
the entire area knew about incident except myself. When we
landed after a lovely scenic flight, the expensive crunching
sound of the tailwheel assembly head on the paved runway
felt not unlike a flat tailwheel. I stopped straight ahead with
little effort and asked my pal sitting next to me to check if the
tailwheel was flat - his answer was, “There is no wheel!”
Oh dear, we got out and lifted the tail and wheeled the 170
clear of the runway.
Fellow Chapter 322 member, Peter Lastrucci, who had arrived
at Silver Creek ahead of us in his wife Celia’s Cessna 152 and
Sean Cronin arrived within minutes in his truck. We assessed
the damage and without asking, Peter went back to their 152
and quickly departed to his base at Krugersdorp to fetch a
replacement Alaska Bushwheel which he had recently
purchased for his Piper Cruiser rebuild project. Within an hour
he was back at Silver Creek with the loan assembly. In the
meantime, Sean had brought a trestle and the remains of the
Scott tailwheel head was removed as Peter presented the
replacement one. Within 15 minutes, my 170 was back in
business. I am no slouch, but these pro friends of mine would
not allow me to even soil my hands. As the job was almost
completed, another Cessna 170B landed followed by an RV7.
This was Larry Beamish and Phil Eloff in their 170B, and son
Jason in their RV. They had a toolbox and were going to
remove their Cessna’s tailwheel, fit it to my plane and then fly
to Fly Inn Estate in their RV to remove the tailwheel from my
plane once it was parked in my hangar. Larry and Jason had
heard the R/T chatter with the world knowing my
predicament. Not being able to contact me, they
14

spontaneously decided to come to the rescue from their field
at The Coves.
With my plane serviceable again, I taxied to the barista’s
hangar. While the very welcome coffee was cooling, I called
the owner of Fly Inn Estate, Gabi Venter, who told me of the
discovery of the broken bits and of the military ATC trying in
vain to contact me. Two other EAA members at Fly Inn, Stuart
Clegg and Joe Engels, who own a similar Cessna 170B, had by
then removed their plane’s tailwheel assembly and were preflighting the Cleggs’ Jodel to fly to Silver Creek with the
necessary tools to rescue me. Wonderful initiative,
considering they couldn’t even advise me as the beautiful
Silver Creek lies in a bowl in the Magaliesberg mountains with
intermittent cell phone signal.
Six days later, my new Alaska Bushwheel tailwheel assembly
arrived from Spruce. I removed Peter’s assembly and fitted
the shiny new one with the help of another EAA member,
Eugene Couzyn, who insisted on doing the major work of
removing the tailwheel spring and refitting it after a thorough
check and replacing the rudder pedal links.
Of course, we did the right thing and entered it in the Flight
Folio and had the work signed off by an AMO with a logbook
entry.
Is this story not the essence of the amazing spirit within our
EAA?

Sean Cronin
Peter Lastrucci

Greg Clegg, Peter and Celia
Lastrucci, Brian Appleton and
Louis Jordaan

Larry Beamish’s Cessna 170B
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RV-9
ZU-FUE
LYCOMING YIO 320 160HP ENGINE
HARTZELL CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLER
DYNON EFIS
GARMIN SL 30
GARMIN SL 40
GMA 240 AUDIO PANEL
PAINT AND UPHOLSTERY BY AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLY
CENTRE P.E.
QUICK-BUILD KIT FROM VANS DELIVERED 2011
FIRST FLIGHT NOVEMBER 2014
BUILT BY NORMAN JOSEPH UNDER THE SUPERVISION
OF CHALKIE STOBBART
R1 800 000
PLEASE CALL NORMAN ON 083 299 2214

Dr Mike Brown
Just a brief note from me, down in the glorious Cape, to say how
wonderful it was to meet up with some Gauteng friends who
came to Morningstar for the Speed Rally this past weekend.
Rob Jonkers, Nigel Musgrave and Mary de Klerk. Chester
Chandler was also there as part of the organising team. We
missed seeing Hartog Blok, who wasn’t able to get through from
Mossel Bay due to inclement weather.
Great fun was had by all participants, despite some patches of
dicey weather along the route on Saturday.
My Debonair, ZS-AIR is enjoying the coastal conditions and
despite being handicapped at 148.88 kts, a speed I thought was
impossible in my old AIRie, we managed a credible 145+ kts and
took 4th position on the handicap scoreboard. A missed
checkpoint cost us dearly in the overall standings. My navigator
was Dietlind Lempp, she of the radio handbook fame. Look out
for the latest edition, which will feature Miss AIR on the cover!
Best wishes to all, hope to see you at the Convention in Vryheid!
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Gerald Maddams - EAA Chapter 1502 East Coast hosted a Breakfast Fly-in on 03 February 2019 at Grass Roots, which was
attended by 20 members and friends. Chris Hicks took care of the catering, and a great time was had by the happy aviators.
The breakfast was followed by a Chapter 1502 committee meeting.

Dean Launspach’s Cheetah ZU-GWW

Maule ZS-LLV of Jayson van Schalkwyk who brought his 7-year old son along for the ride

CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Kevin Marsden and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike. Remember that
this is your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to info@eaa.org.za to reach us by the last Wednesday of
the month. Please remember… we want your news!
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